
Hamid Taghi Pour Tabrizi

Full Stack Developer

I'm Hamid Taghi Pour Tabrizi, a seasoned developer with over 10 years of experience in software 
development. Passionate and motivated, I thrive on challenges and continuously seek opportunities for 
growth and innovation. My extensive background in development equips me with the skills and knowledge 
needed to tackle complex projects eWciently. -ith a proven track record of delivering highLquality solutions, 
I am dedicated to driving success and exceeding expectations. !et's collaborate to bring your projects to lifeD

:ate of birth7 :ecember 9, 184/, Place of birth7 Tabriz, Iran

tabrizihamid6367@gmail.com +98 9382799019 Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Skills

ReactJS Next.js Golang Express.js JavaScript TypeScript HTML CSS

Tailwind CSS MongoDB Linux Git MeteorJS Redis RESTful

Work Experience

92A0A0 L present FULL STACK DEVELOPER
Manir
Manir L Tabriz, Iran Fs a Sull Ctack :eveloper at Manir Rompany, I specialized in 
building robust web applications using modern technologies. !everaging my expertise in 
Neact.js and Oext.js on the frontend, I crafted dynamic and responsive user interfaces that 
enhanced user experience. Gn the backend, I utilized Bolang to develop eWcient and scalable 
serverLside logic, integrating Nedis for caching to optimize performance. Managing data 
storage and retrieval, I proVciently worked with Mongo:E, maintaining database integrity 
and performance. My role involved collaborating with crossLfunctional teams to deliver 
highLquality solutions that met business objectives e3ectively.

112A014 L 92A0AA FULL STACK DEVELOPER & TEAM LEADER
Virageek
Uirageek L Tabriz, Iran  Ft Uirageek, I excelled in Sull Ctack :evelopment, proVcient 
in Neact.js for frontend and 6xpress.js for backend. -ith Mongo:E, I managed data 
architecture eWciently. I mentored young talent, fostering a collaborative environment. 
Fdditionally, I pursued freelance projects and collaborated with startups, expanding my 
expertise.

K2A019 L 112A0A1 FULL STACK DEVELOPER
Prolar
Prolar L Tabriz, Iran  Ft Uirageek, I specialized in Sull Ctack :evelopment, employing Neact.js, 
6xpress.js, and Meteor.js for frontend and backend tasks. Jtilizing Mongo:E, I eWciently 
managed data structures. Moreover, I led a startup initiative in the education sector, applying 
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my expertise to develop innovative solutions. I also played a pivotal role in guiding team 
members, fostering a collaborative atmosphere. Gutside my core responsibilities, I actively 
pursued freelance endeavors, continually enhancing my skill set and industry insights.

K2A01A L 1A2A01Ü FRONTEND DEVELOPER
Sarab Tarh Khorshid
Carab Tarh horshid L Tabriz, Iran Ft Carab Tarh horshid, I began my journey as a 

unior -eb :eveloper, focusing on frontend development with avaCcript, HTM!, and RCC. 
-orking collaboratively, I contributed to the creation of dynamic and visually appealing 
web experiences. Through handsLon experience and guided mentorship, I gained valuable 
insights into web development practices and honed my skills in crafting userLfriendly 
interfaces.

Education

A009 L A011 TECHNICAL COLLEGE LEAVING CERTIFICATE
Tabriz University

Tabriz, Iran

Languages

T N ICRH Native

P6NCICRH Native

6OB!ICRH Expert

:6JTCRH Advanced
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